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Abstract
The results of a study of charm meson production in semileptonic B hadron decays
are presented. Based on a sample of 1.72 million hadronic Z
0
decays the following
product branching ratios (averaged over electrons and muons) are obtained :
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where the rst error is statistical and the second systematic.
The results of a search for the narrow P-wave charmed mesons, (D
J
), in semilep-
tonic B decays are also reported. Using the decay channels D
0
J
! D
+

 
, D
0
J
!
D
+

 
and D
+
J
! D
0

+
we observe a total signal of 44  8
+3
 7
D
0
J
and 48  10
+3
 6
D
+
J
events. This is the rst evidence for semileptonic B decays to charged P-wave
charm states. The observed signals also provide evidence for the production of both
pseudovector and tensor P-wave charmed mesons in semileptonic B decay. Together
these modes are estimated to make up 34 7% of charmed semileptonic B
0
and B
+
decays.
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1 Introduction
It is well established that a large fraction of semileptonic B
0
and B
+
decays to charmed
mesons are not accounted for by the measured exclusive decays B
0
! D
 
`
+
, B
0
!
D
 
`
+
, B
+
! D
0
`
+
 and B
+
! D
0
`
+
 [1]. Given that several theoretical models predict
that these exclusive modes should be dominant [2,3] and the diculties in understanding
of the total semileptonic rate [4] it is of interest to search for and measure other exclusive
semileptonic decays. The remaining exclusive semileptonic B
0
and B
+
charmed decay
modes may consist of decays to P-wave charmed mesons, higher spin states and non-
resonant B! D
()
n()`
+
 decays.
One method of understanding the contribution from these various processes is to
measure the relative rates of the dierent charmed mesons in semileptonic b decays. At
LEP these measurements are more complicated than at (4S) energies because B
s
mesons
and b baryons are produced in addition to the B
0
and B
+
mesons. However, as B
s
mesons
and b baryons are expected to decay only rarely to semileptonic decay modes containing
D
0
, D
+
or D

+
mesons, measurements of these rates allow one to determine the fraction
of b quarks which fragment into a B
0
or B
+
meson.
In addition it is possible to search directly for the production of excited charmed
states in semileptonic b decays. Experimentally the most accessible states are the nar-
row P-wave mesons D
0
1
(2420), D
0
2
(2460), D
+
1
(2420)
1
and D
+
2
(2460). These have natural
widths of about 20 MeV and have been observed in D and D

 decay modes [5{9]. The
ARGUS collaboration has published evidence [10] for the production of neutral P-wave
mesons in semileptonic B meson decays. These measurements are experimentally dicult
because of the large combinatorial backgrounds. At LEP, the boost of the b hadrons
combined with precise vertex reconstruction allows a signicant reduction in the combi-
natorial backgrounds and is expected to allow relatively pure samples of these decays to
be isolated.
In this paper we present a high statistics measurement of the inclusive rates b ! D
0
`X,
b ! D
+
`X and b ! D
+
`X in semileptonic B decays at Z
0
energies. We also report on
the results of a search for the narrow P-wave charmed mesons in semileptonic b decays.
Throughout this paper, charge conjugation is implicitly assumed and the symbol D
()
denotes either a D
0
=D
+
or a D

(2010)
0
=D

(2010)
+
meson. The symbol D
J
is used to
denote a mixture of P-wave charmed mesons.
2 The OPAL detector
A complete description of the OPAL detector may be found elsewhere [11{13]. We de-
scribe briey the aspects of the detector pertinent to this analysis. Charged particle
tracking is performed by the central detector which consists of a large volume jet cham-
ber, a precision vertex drift chamber and chambers measuring the z-coordinate
2
of tracks
as they leave the jet chamber. In 1991 this tracking system was enhanced by the addi-
tion of a silicon microvertex detector [12] providing r  coordinate measurements. For
the 1993 run this device was replaced by an improved detector providing additional z
coordinate measurements, but only the r  information is used in this analysis. The
1
The PDG currently refers to this state as the D
+
J
(2440).
2
The OPAL coordinate system is dened with positive z being along the electron beam direction, 
and  being the polar and azimuthal angles respectively.
3
r  tracking precision provided by both silicon detectors is almost identical with space-
point resolutions, including alignment uncertainties, of about 9 m. When combined with
the angle and curvature information provided by the other central detector components
this results in an impact parameter resolution of 16 m for tracks in Z
0
! 
+

 
and
Z
0
! e
+
e
 
events. The central detector is positioned inside a solenoidal coil that pro-
vides a uniform magnetic eld of 0.435 T. The momentum resolution obtained is approx-
imately (
p
xy
=p
xy
)
2
= (0:02)
2
+(0:0015p
xy
)
2
, where p
xy
is in GeV. In addition to tracking
charged particles, the jet chamber provides measurements of the ionization loss, dE=dx,
of charged particles, which are used for particle identication. The coil is surrounded by a
time-of-ight counter array and a lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter with presampler.
Outside the electromagnetic calorimeter is the instrumented return yoke of the magnet,
which forms the hadron calorimeter. This is surrounded by muon chambers.
3 Particle Identication
Charged pions and kaons are identied using dE=dx information from the jet chamber [14].
For the momentum region between 2 GeV and 20 GeV the separation between pions and
kaons is greater than two standard deviations. We consider a particle to be consistent
with a specic hypothesis if the probability for the measured dE=dx value is calculated
to be greater than 1%. For kaons, if the measured dE=dx is higher than the expected
value, we tighten this requirement to be greater than 3%.
The electron identication procedure used in this analysis is similar to that described in
a previous publication [15] and covers the angular range j cos j < 0:72. It uses the dE=dx
measured in the jet chamber and the quantity E
cone
=p, where E
cone
is the energy deposited
in the calorimeter in a cone around the extrapolated position of the central detector track
of momentum p. Both measured quantities are compared with the expected values for
an electron hypothesis and are required to be within 2 standard deviations if they are
lower. Furthermore, vertex information is used to reject electron candidates arising from
photon conversions [16]. In the kinematic range relevant to this analysis the electron
identication eciency is about 80%.
Muons are identied [16] by associating central detector tracks with track segments
in the muon chambers, requiring a position match in two orthogonal coordinates. In
addition, loose requirements on dE=dx are made to reject kaons and protons. The average
identication eciency is approximately 80% for muons with p > 2 GeV in the acceptance
region relevant to this analysis.
4 Monte Carlo Simulation
In order to obtain the reconstruction eciencies for each decay mode and study the back-
ground we used a full Monte Carlo simulation of the OPAL detector [17]. The JETSET
7.3 Monte Carlo program [18] was used to generate samples of semileptonic B decay events
in each of the D
()
`
 
channels. Decays to P-wave charmed mesons were included in these
simulations. Peterson parameterization [20] was used for the b quark fragmentation, with

b
= 0:0057, corresponding to hx
E
i = 0:697 [15], where hx
E
i = hE
Bhadron
i=E
beam
. All these
events were then passed through a full detector simulation [17] from which we obtained
the reconstruction eciencies for such events in the OPAL detector.
4
We chose to estimate the decay model systematic uncertainties by using the JETSET
sample and allowing f

, the fraction of semileptonic B meson decays to any charmed
meson other than the D or D

, to vary in the range 0:360:12, as measured by CLEO [21]
and p
v
, the fraction of P-wave charmed meson decays to a D

meson, to vary in the range
0:54  0:30, as assumed previously [19]. As well as the P-wave mesons f

could include
higher mass states or non-resonant decays. However, in our Monte Carlo simulation we
assumed that the f

component was saturated by the four P-wave mesons, D
J
, and
therefore included only them in the simulation.
In order to study the kinematics of the semileptonic decays to the narrow P-wave
charmed mesons, additional high statistics samples of simulated events have been gen-
erated using a fast simulation of the OPAL detector [17]. For this study the masses of
the D
0
1
(2420), D
0
2
(2460), D
+
1
(2420) and D
+
2
(2460) states were set to the world average
values [1], and were assumed to have widths of 20 MeV.
5 D
0
, D
+
and D
+
Meson Production
5.1 Event Selection
The data used in this analysis include all the data recorded in 1992 and 1993, as well
as those taken after the microvertex detector was commissioned in 1991. The data were
collected from e
+
e
 
annihilations at centre of mass energies between 88.5 and 93.8 GeV.
The selection criteria for hadronic Z
0
decays are described elsewhere [22] and have an
eciency of (98:40:4)%, with negligible contamination. After data quality and detector
performance requirements, the available data sample consists of 1.72 million events.
The selection of B ! D`
+
X and B ! D

`
+
X events used kinematic and vertex in-
formation from the decays. In table 1 we summarize the selection criteria for the ve
dierent decay modes which we consider. The selection is similar to that used previ-
ously [19]. D mesons were selected by considering all track combinations consistent with
the appropriate particle identication hypotheses. In addition, for the D
0
and D
+
decays
tighter requirements were placed on the kaon identication to reduce the misidentication
background. The probability of a pion hypothesis was required to be smaller than 5% for
the kaon candidates in these decays.
To reduce combinatorial background D and D

meson candidates were required to
have energy (E
D
()
) greater than 5-8 GeV depending on the decay mode. To select D
+
candidates we demanded a 
+
in addition to a D
0
candidate. The dierence between the
mass of the D
+
candidate and that of the D
0
was required to be in the range 0.1415{
0.1485 GeV. For some decay modes we also cut on cos 

, where 

is the angle between the
K
 
and the D boost direction in the D rest frame. The isotropic decay of the pseudoscalar
D mesons has a at distribution in cos 

, whereas, the background, particularly that
resulting from particle misidentication, tends to be concentrated at large j cos 

j.
Lepton candidates were required to have p > 2 GeV. All D
()
`
 
combinations were
considered as possible B candidates. To suppress random combinations we required the
mass (m
D
()
`
) and energy (E
D
()
`
) of the candidates to satisfy certain minimum criteria,
shown in table 1. In addition all candidates were required to have m
D
()
`
< 5:35 GeV.
In order to reject poorly determined and possibly badly reconstructed decays we re-
quired the lepton track and at least two of the D decay tracks to have at least one
associated microvertex hit. This ensured that vertex reconstruction was dominated by
5
Decay mode E
D
()
cos 

m
D
()
`
E
D
()
`
l
D
=
l
l
B
=
l
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV)
D
+
! K
 

+

+
> 8 < 0:9 > 3:0 > 13:5 > 0 >  1
D
+
! D
0

+
, > 5 j cos 

j< 0:95 > 2:8 > 9:0 - -
D
0
! K
 

+
D
+
! D
0

+
, > 8 - > 3:0 > 13:5 - -
D
0
! K
 

+

+

 
D
0
! K
 

+
> 6 < 0:8 > 3:0 > 13:5 >  1 >  1
D
0
! K
 

+

+

 
> 8 - > 3:0 > 13:5 >  1 > 0
Table 1: Decay mode dependent selection criteria.
tracks with microvertex detector information.
To reconstruct the decay vertices we minimized the 
2
for a vertex t with respect to
(x
B
; y
B
; l
D
; 
1
: : : 
i
; 
1
: : : 
i
), where (x
B
; y
B
) are the coordinates of the B decay vertex, l
D
is the decay length of the D meson and 
i
and 
i
are the curvature and angle of the i
th
track
at the relevant decay vertex. The direction of ight of the D meson was xed to correspond
to its momentum vector in the t. We demanded that the probability for the vertex t,
P(
2
vertex
), was greater than 1% in order to suppress random track combinations and badly
reconstructed vertices. The B hadron decay length was calculated in the r  plane using
the position of the reconstructed D
()
`
 
vertex and the average e
+
e
 
interaction point.
The average interaction point was determined using charged tracks selected from many
consecutive events during that LEP ll. The B decay length was signed according to the
cosine of the angle between the vector separating (x
B
; y
B
) from the average interaction
point and the D
()
`
 
momentumvector. To convert the decay length into three dimensions
we estimated sin  for the B hadron from the D
()
`
+
momentum vector. The B hadrons
had typical decay lengths of 3 mm which were reconstructed with a resolution of about
300 m . The D
0
(D
+
) mesons had typical decay lengths of 1 mm (2.5 mm) which were
reconstructed with resolutions of about 800 m . For the inclusive D
0
and D
+
samples
we applied loose selection criteria to both the B and D decay lengths in order to further
reduce the combinatorial background.
The D mass distributions for the ve dierent decay modes are shown in gures 1 to 3.
A signal is visible in each of these decay modes. The K
 

+
mass distributions also show
a (satellite) peak around 1:6 GeV. An enhancement is expected in this region from the
partially reconstructed decays, particularly D
0
! K
 

+
; 
+
! 
+

0
, in which the 
0
is
not reconstructed. These decays were not used for the measurement of D
0
, D
+
and D
+
meson production but were used in the D
+
channel for the P-wave meson search. We
determined the signal and background in each channel by tting the mass distributions
using a function consisting of a sum of a Gaussian and a second order polynomial. The
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masses and widths of the signal Gaussians are allowed to vary in the t. The tted D
meson masses are consistent with the accepted values [1]. The enhancements around
1:6 GeV are also parameterized as Gaussians and included in the t. The background
levels in the signal regions are found to be insensitive to this parameterization.
5.2 Results
To be condent of the eciencies calculated using the Monte Carlo simulations, we com-
pared the most sensitive kinematic distributions, E
D
()
`
and m
D
()
`
with similar distri-
butions produced using the data (see gures 4 and 5). We also compared these Monte
Carlo distributions with those produced using the ISGW model [2] for semileptonic B de-
cays. In both cases, agreement was shown between the distributions, the resulting model
uncertainties being smaller than those due to f

and p
v
.
In addition to the b ! D
()
`
 
X decays there are a number of other possible sources
of D
()
`
 
combinations which may contribute to the observed signals. The rates of these
background processes were determined and subtracted from the observed signals in order
to determine the b ! D
()
`
 
X rates.
To quantify the background due to D
()
mesons combined with fake leptons we tted
the D
()
`
+
combination mass distributions in the same way as we tted the signal. Because
of the requirement that m
D
()
`
< 5:35 GeV combinations of D
()
mesons and leptons from
dierent b hadrons are eectively excluded. For each channel the t was consistent with
zero and no correction was made.
Two other sources of background were considered, B! D
()
s
D
()
where the D
()
s
decay
includes a lepton, and B ! D
()
X where the  decays to either an electron or muon.
We used full Monte Carlo simulations of these backgrounds to obtain the reconstruction
eciencies and using the previously measured branching ratios, B(B! D
()
s
D
()
) = 5:0
0:9% [1] and B(b! X) = 4:1 1:0% [1]. We quantied these background contributions
to be between 2 and 5% of the samples and subtracted them accordingly. The uncertainty
in this calculation is included as a contribution to the systematic error.
From the background subtracted number of reconstructed data events in each channel
and the reconstruction eciencies calculated using the Monte Carlo simulations the total
number of events for each channel in the data sample was estimated. This was done
independently for the electron and muon events, and for each channel the number of
electron and muon events were consistent with each other.
The number of Z
0
! bb decays in our data sample was calculated using the OPAL
value of  
bb
= 
had
= 0:2171 0:0030 [23]. The error on  
bb
= 
had
is considered as a system-
atic uncertainty. From this and using the ratio, R
42
= B(D
0
! K
 

+

 

+
)=B(D
0
!
K
 

+
) = 2:01  0:13 [1] to normalize the D
0
! K3 measurements to the D
0
! K re-
sults, we obtained the product branching ratios for each decay mode. The measurement
uncertainty on R
42
was considered as a systematic error. Taking the weighted mean of
the product branching ratios for the two D
0
decay modes and averaging over the electron
and muon channels the following results were obtained:
B(b! D
+
`X) B(D
+
! K
 

+

+
) = (1:82 0:20) 10
 3
B(b! D
0
`X) B(D
0
! K
 

+
) = (2:52 0:14) 10
 3
B(b! D
+
`X) B(D
+
! D
0

+
) B(D
0
! K
 

+
) = (7:53 0:47) 10
 4
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5.3 Systematic Uncertainties for the Product Branching Ratios
As discussed in section 4 there are signicant uncertainties in the reconstruction ecien-
cies due to the modelling and decay rates of the dierent D
J
decays. To estimate this
uncertainty we varied the parameters f

and p
v
by 0:12 and 0:30 respectively, and
used the individual reconstruction eciencies for B ! D`X, B ! D

`X and B ! D
J
`X
from the Monte Carlo simulation to calculate the model systematic uncertainties.
To evaluate the uncertainty due to the b quark fragmentation we have studied samples
of Monte Carlo data, made using a fast simulation of the OPAL detector, and varied the
Peterson parameterization [20], 
b
, between 0.0025 and 0.0095. This gives a variation
in hx
E
i for B hadrons consistent with the OPAL average result [15]. The systematic
uncertainty from this variation in the reconstruction eciency, averaged over all channels,
was found to be 2:9 1:4%.
Systematic (b ! D
+
`X) (b ! D
0
`X) (b! D
+
`X)
source % % %
f

 0:12 3.1 2.6 2.9
p
v
 0:30 1.9 0.9 3.4
b fragmentation 2.9 2.9 2.9
Monte Carlo statistics 1.6 1.6 2.3
Background subtraction 1.9 1.4 1.8
e ID 2.8 2.8 2.8
 ID 1.1 1.1 1.1
Si matching eciency 1.1 2.0 1.1
dE=dx (Kaon ID) 3.3 3.3 2.7
Detector resolution 0.3 1.2 -
 
bb
= 
had
1.4 1.4 1.4
R
24
- 1.9 1.8
Total 6.8 6.9 7.4
Table 2: Summary of systematic uncertainties on the three dierent product branching
ratio measurements.
The systematic uncertainties due to the electron and muon identication in OPAL
have been calculated in a similar way to previous publications [15, 16]. The good agree-
ment between the branching ratio measurements obtained individually with electrons and
muons provides additional conrmation that these errors are understood. In calculating
the total systematic error the data-weighted mean of these two uncertainties was used.
In order to estimate the systematic uncertainties in the eciencies for both the dE=dx
selection criteria and the silicon microvertex detector matching eciency we studied in-
clusive samples of D
+
! (D
0
)
+
, D
0
! K
 

+
events. The selection eciencies were
determined by tting the D
0
mass peak before and after applying the selection crite-
ria. These eciencies were then compared directly with fully simulated Monte Carlo
event samples which pass identical selection criteria. These studies indicate excellent
agreement between data and the Monte Carlo simulation in the case of both the dE=dx
modelling and the silicon matching eciencies. As a result of this study the estimated
systematic uncertainty on the loose dE=dx selection (see section 3) was estimated to be
2.1%, whilst with the addition of the cut on the pion probability for the kaon candidates
the error increased to 3.1%. Likewise the silicon matching eciency for single tracks was
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estimated to have a relative uncertainty of 1.0%. The combined errors were determined
according to the statistical weights of the dierent decay modes to obtain the total sys-
tematic error contributions. To account for detector resolution systematic eects on the
loose cuts on the B and D decay lengths, we varied the resolutions by 10% and obtained
the corresponding variation in the reconstruction eciencies.
Combining all the systematic errors in quadrature we obtain:
B(b! D
+
`X) B(D
+
! K
 

+

+
) = (1:82 0:20 0:12) 10
 3
;
B(b! D
0
`X) B(D
0
! K
 

+
) = (2:52 0:14 0:17) 10
 3
;
B(b! D
+
`X) B(D
+
! D
0

+
) B(D
0
! K
 

+
) = (7:53 0:47 0:56) 10
 4
:
It should be noted that all the systematic errors, other than those due to Monte Carlo
statistics, are correlated between the dierent samples.
5.4 Discussion
These results may be compared with those from CLEO [21]
3
B(B! D
+
`X) B(D
+
! K
 

+

+
) = (2:46  0:55)  10
 3
;
B(B! D
0
`X) B(D
0
! K
 

+
) = (2:90  0:38)  10
 3
:
At the (4S) only B
0
and B
+
mesons are produced. A comparison of the ratio of the
CLEO measurement with the results presented here for the D
+
and D
0
channels makes
it possible to determine the fraction of b quarks which fragment to B
0
and B
+
mesons.
In order to do this it was necessary to estimate the contribution to the rates from B
s
and b-baryons. The semileptonic decays of b-baryons are expected to be dominated by
decay modes involving charm baryons and are unlikely to contribute to the D
()
` signals.
However B
s
mesons may decay via the chain B
s
! D
 
sJ
`
+
X, D
sJ
! D
()
K. Using our
previously published measurement of the B
s
! D
 
s
`
+
X branching ratio [24], and assuming
that f

= 0:36  0:12 holds for B
s
decays, we estimated there to be 2  1% B
s
in our
samples. After correcting for this and assuming that the B
+
=B
0
ratio is the same in
Z
0
! b

b events as in (4S) decays we obtain:
f(b ! B
0
) + f(b ! B
+
) = 0:81 0:07  0:09;
where the rst error was due to the error on our results and the second due to those on
the CLEO results.
It is also of interest to calculate the total charm meson production rate in semileptonic
B decays. In order to do this we used the following D branching ratios [1]: B(D
+
!
K
 

+

+
) = 0:091  0:006, B(D
0
! K
 

+
) = 0:0401  0:0014 and B(D
+
! D
0

+
) =
0:681  0:013, to obtain the inclusive branching ratios:
B(b! D
+
`X) = (2:00  0:22 0:13  0:13)%;
B(b! D
0
`X) = (6:28  0:35 0:42  0:22)%;
B(b! D
+
`X) = (2:76  0:17 0:21  0:11)%:
where the third source of error is due to the error on the D and D

branching ratios.
3
We have multiplied the branching ratios quoted in reference [21] by the D branching ratios used to
obtain these values. The errors on these product branching ratios are assumed to be uncorrelated.
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The total inclusive semileptonic branching ratio to modes containing a D
0
or D
+
meson
is therefore (8:28  0:41  0:57  0:25)%, taking into account the correlated systematic
errors. This can be compared with our measurement of the total b semileptonic branching
ratio of 10:5  0:6 0:5% [15].
6 Search for P-wave Charmed Mesons
6.1 Introduction
The P-wave charmed mesons are expected to consist of four dierent charged and neutral
states with spin-parity (0
+
; 1
+
; 1
+
; 2
+
). Two of these states, with spin-parity (1
+
; 2
+
) are
expected to be narrow
4
with natural widths of about 20 MeV. The others are expected
to be broad, with widths of hundreds of MeV [25]. Experimental evidence exists for
only the narrow P-wave charmed meson states. The two neutral mesons D
0
1
(2420) and
D
0
2
(2460) are now experimentally well established [5,6,8]. The spin assignment is based
on both the observed angular distribution of the decay products and the fact that the
decay D
0
1
(2420) ! D
+

 
, which is forbidden by spin-parity, has not been observed. The
average of the measured ratio of decay modes of the D
0
2
(2460) meson [1,8]:
B(D
0
2
(2460) ! D
+

 
)
B(D
0
2
(2460) ! D
+

 
)
= 2:3 0:6; (1)
is also in good agreement with expectations for the tensor state [25]. Recent experimental
evidence has established the existence of the corresponding charged states D
+
1
(2420) and
D
+
2
(2460) [6,7,9].
Using a combination of the known D

branching ratios, the isospin predictions given
by:
B(D
+
J
! D
()0

+
) = 2B(D
+
J
! D
()+

0
);
B(D
0
J
! D
()+

 
) = 2B(D
0
J
! D
()0

0
);
and the measured ratio of decay modes for the D
0
2
(2460) meson in equation 1 it is possible
to estimate the decay modes of the D
J
mesons to dierent D
()
 nal states. To do this
we assumed these decay modes saturate the D
J
decays and assumed that the D
+
2
(2460)
decays to D=D

 in a similar ratio to that given by equation 1. These predictions are
listed in table 3. The expected mean values of 
m
= m(D
()
) m(D
()
) are also shown.
As with the familar D
+
! D
0

+
decays, 
m
, calculated using the reconstructed D
()
masses, has a better experimental resolution than the raw m(D
()
) distribution.
Samples of simulated P-wave charmed mesons have been used to study the expected
signals in the OPAL detector. Because the pseudovector and tensor states are almost
degenerate a mixture of the states is found to result in a broad enhancement of  35 MeV
width around 
m
 440 MeV in D
0

+
, D
+

 
and D
+

 
distributions. This is as a result
of the merging of the two individual peaks of width  25 MeV. Due to the low q-value of
the D

decay, the partially reconstructed decays of the type D
J
! D

;D

! DX, where
X is a 
0
or  form a peak with a slightly degraded mass resolution. In addition both the
simulated D
0

+
and D
+

 

m
distributions contain a second narrow peak at  590 MeV
due to the direct decay of the tensor mesons to D nal states. It was concluded from
4
Assuming mixing between the two 1
+
states is small.
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Decay Mode B.R. 
m
Decay Mode B.R. 
m
(MeV) (MeV)
D
0
2
(2460)! D
+

 
46% 589 2 D
+
2
(2460)! D
0

+
46% 591 6
D
0
2
(2460)! D
+

 
D
+
2
(2460)! D
0

+
,! D
+
X 6% 448 2 ,! D
0
X 20% 449 6
D
0
2
(2460)! D
+

 
,! D
0

+
14% 448 2
D
0
1
(2420)! D
+

 
D
+
1
(2420)! D
0

+
,! D
+
X 22% 413 3 ,! D
0
X 67% 436 9
D
0
1
(2420)! D
+

 
,! D
0

+
44% 413 3
Table 3: A summary of D
J
decay modes to which this analysis is sensitive with the
expected branching ratio and 
m
for each channel. Detected particles are underlined.
this study that while it is experimentally challenging to resolve directly the 
m
peaks at
 440 MeV due to a mixture of decays, the observation of the tensor meson decays at

m
 590 MeV provides a clear signature for these states which then could be used to
estimate the contributions from the tensor mesons to the unresolved peaks.
6.2 Event Selection
To search for the presence of P-wave mesons we used the event samples of inclusive
b ! D
()
`
 
X decays obtained using the selection described in section 5.1. To reduce
the combinatorial background in these samples, slightly tighter selection criteria were
applied. Events which passed these selection criteria were also required to be in a mass
region within approximately 2 standard deviations of the D meson mass. These additional
selection criteria are listed in table 4. In order to exclude D
+
! D
0

+
decays from the
b ! D
0
`
 
X samples, events were rejected if they contained any pion candidates satisfying
m(D
0

+
)   m(D
0
) < 0:16. This excluded approximately 89% of the D
+
decays. To
improve the available statistics, candidate b ! D
+
`
 
X decays were also selected from
the satellite mass peak region 1:54   1:70 GeV in the D
+
! (K
 

+
)
+
distribution.
Simulations indicate that these events are largely due to the decay D
+
! (K
 

+
)
+
, in
which the 
0
from the 
+
decay is not reconstructed and for these decays the width of
the 
m
distribution due to a mixture of D
0
1
(2420) and D
0
2
(2460) decays is about 40 MeV,
compared with 35 MeV for fully reconstructed decays.
To search for the P-wave mesons we looked for additional pion candidates consistent
with the kinematics of semileptonic b hadron decays. The pion candidates were required
to have a dE=dx probability greater than 5% and the invariant mass of the D
J
`
 
system
was required to be less than 5.0 GeV. The isolation of signals of the P-wave mesons is
made dicult by the presence of many soft tracks not related to the B meson decay. In
order to understand how to reduce this combinatorial background we studied the Monte
Carlo samples of inclusive b ! D`X events. By comparing the distributions from random
combinations of D
()
mesons with fragmentation tracks, with those from the expected
signal it was found that both the decay kinematics and the decay vertex topology provide
good discrimination. The two most important selection criteria are the momentum of the
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Decay mode l
B
= P(
2
vertex
) m(D) mass region p() 
d
(GeV) (GeV)
D
+
! K
 

+

+
> 0 > 0:1 1:79   1:94 > 1:5 > 0:5
D
+
! (K
 

+
)
+
- - 1:79   1:94 > 1:0 > 0:5
D
+
! (K
 

+
X)
+
- > 0:1 1:540   1:700 > 1:0 > 0:5
D
+
! (K
 

+

+

 
)
+
> 0:5 > 0:1 1:815   1:915 > 1:5 > 0:5
D
0
! K
 

+
> 0:5 - 1:79   1:94 > 1:0 > 0:0
D
0
! K
 

+

+

 
> 0:5 > 0:1 1:815   1:915 > 1:5 > 0:5
Table 4: Additional selection criteria applied to b ! D
()
`X samples and decay mode
specic selection criteria used in b ! D
J
`X search.
transition pion candidate (p()), and

d
= jd
bm
=
d
bm
j   jd
vx
=
d
vx
j;
where d
bm
(d
vx
) is the r    impact parameter of the candidate transition pion with
respect to the average beamspot (reconstructed D
()
` vertex) and 
d
bm
(
d
vx
) its error.
The latter discriminator uses the fact that the background tracks arise from the primary
vertex, whilst the signal pions originate from the B hadron decay vertex. In addition,
to ensure that the pion candidate is consistent with the B decay vertex it was required
that jd
vx
=
d
vx
j < 2:0. The selection criteria listed in table 4 are based on these Monte
Carlo studies. For the decay chains in which several D
0
decay modes are used the selection
criteria were chosen in order to obtain a similar signal-to-background ratio for the dierent
modes. Figure 6 shows the overall eect of applying these criteria to a sample of simulated
b ! D
0
`
 
X events. The background was substantially reduced, whilst the D
+
J
signals
were retained with about 50% eciency. The other decay chains are similar. It can
also be seen that in the mass region of the D
+
J
signals the combinatorial background is
well described by an exponential function and it has been veried that the signals are
accurately determined by tting the 
m
distribution with a function consisting of the
linear combination of Gaussians together with an exponential background term.
In gure 7 the results of applying the D
J
selection criteria to the data are shown. In
each case a signicant signal was observed close to that expected for the D
J
decays. For
the D
+

 
and D
0

+
combinations the signals are not restricted to a single D
0
decay mode
and are therefore insensitive to changes to any specic selection requirements. In order to
verify that these signals were not the result of a kinematic bias in the selection procedure
we have studied two further control samples, shown in gures 8 and 9. The rst consists
of D
()
 combinations selected with identical kinematic criteria, but having 
d
<  0:5.
In addition no requirement is placed on jd
vx
=
vx
j. These samples were expected to be
depleted of D
J
events and therefore were expected to provide a good description of the
background due to random combinations with fragmentation tracks. The second sample
studied consisted of events in which a combination of a D
()
with a pion of the wrong
charge passes all the selection criteria. In both cases the 
m
distributions had no peaks
corresponding to the observed signals, and were well described by an exponential function
in the kinematic region of interest.
For the D
0

+
combinations both the background normalization and exponential de-
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cay parameters were allowed to vary in the t. However, for the D
+

 
and D
+

 
combinations, the background levels were low, so the exponential decay parameters were
constrained to the values observed in the samples with 
d
<  0:5. In all cases the means
and heights of the signal Gaussians were allowed to vary in the t. The widths of the
Gaussians were estimated from the results of the study discussed in section 6.1. How-
ever, variations of 10 MeV were considered, in order to allow for dierences in the D
J
signal compositions and uncertainties in the natural widths of the dierent D
J
states.
These variations were considered as systematic errors. As a consistency check the ts
were repeated using a second order polynomial to describe the background. This made
no signicant dierence to the tted number of signal events. Table 5 summarizes the t
results. In total a combined signal of 448
+3
 7
D
0
J
and 4810
+3
 6
D
+
J
events were observed,
providing convincing evidence for the production of the P-wave states in semileptonic B
hadron decays.
Sample 
m
No. Events Fitted 
m
Expected Signal Expected 
m
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
D
+

 
30  10 17:1 4:8
+1:1
 5:2
430  12  7 D
0
1
(2420)=D
0
2
(2460) 413   448
D
+

 
20  10 7:0 2:9
+0:5
 0:8
594  9
+6
 5
D
0
2
(2460) 589  2
D
+

 
35  10 20:1 5:5
+3:0
 5:0
439  14
+7
 11
D
0
1
(2420)=D
0
2
(2460) 413   448
D
0

+
25  10 30:1 8:0
+2:4
 3:1
453  7  4 D
+
1
(2420)=D
+
2
(2460) 436   449
D
0

+
20  10 18:3 5:5
+1:5
 4:6
567  8  6 D
+
2
(2460) 591  6
Table 5: Summary of t results to data distributions.
The signals for the neutral D
J
mesons are in agreement with those expected from
a mixture of D
0
1
(2420) and D
0
2
(2460) decays. However, the signals in the D
+
J
! D
0

+
combinations agree less well. In particular the tted value of 
m
for the higher peak is
about 2 standard deviations below the average value [1]. However, both signals are of
about 3 standard deviations signicance, and constraining the t to the higher peak to

m
= 591 MeV gives a signal of 11:4  5:9 events, which is consistent with our result.
So in analogy with the neutral decays it seems natural to identify these signals with a
mixture of D
+
1
(2420)=D
+
2
(2460) production.
6.3 Eciency calculation
The eciencies for reconstructing the dierent b ! D
J
`
 
X decay modes were deter-
mined using similar Monte Carlo event samples to those described in section 4. These
Monte Carlo samples assumed equal production of the pseudovector and tensor states
and because of the limited statistics available, the reconstruction eciencies (excluding
branching ratios) were averaged over states decaying to a particular D
()
X combination.
The D
J
decays were simulated with an isotropic decay distribution. Reweighting the dis-
tributions to be sin
2


or 1+3cos
2


, as favoured by CLEO data [8,9] changes the relative
reconstruction eciencies by 9%. This was considered as a systematic error. The almost
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identical kinematics of the dierent decays make this a good approximation. The ecien-
cies for the decay chains involving D
0
! K
 

+

+

 
and D
0
! K
 

+
were normalized to
the D
0
! K
 

+
decay mode using the measured ratios of the branching ratios, 2:010:13
and 2:59 0:34 respectively [1]. The errors on these ratios were included as uncertainties
on the eciencies. The overall eciencies, including the D and D

branching ratios, and
averaging over modes containing electrons or muons are 0:30  0:03% for D
0
J
! D
+

 
decays, 0:29  0:02% for D
+
J
! D
0

+
decays and 0:26  0:03% for D
0
J
! D
+

 
decays.
6.4 Results
Using the reconstruction eciencies and the observed number of signal events in table 5
we determined the b hadron product branching ratios into the dierent D
()
`
 
X nal
states, listed in table 6. In this table the states appearing at the higher values of 
m
in
both D
0

+
and D
+

 
have been labelled as the tensor mesons, although these product
branching measurements are independent of this assumption. The uncertainties in the
reconstruction eciencies due to Monte Carlo statistics, together with the systematic
errors estimated for the inclusive b ! D
()
`X production (see table 2) and the errors
of the D
0
, D
+
and D
+
branching ratios have been included as systematic errors. In
addition the eects of detector resolution uncertainties on the 
d
distribution have been
investigated by considering variations on the track d
0
and 
0
resolutions of 15%. This
contributed a 5% systematic error. The measured rates for the decays involving a fully
reconstructed D
+
! D
0

+
or partially reconstructed D
+
! D
+

0
are in agreement and
have been averaged.
Decay mode Branching Ratio
(10
 3
)
B(b! D
0
J
`
 
X) B(D
0
J
! D
+

 
) (D
+
! D
+
X) 12:4  3:5
+2:2
 4:3
(D
+
! D
0

+
) 5:1  1:4
+1:2
 1:6
Average 6:1  1:3 1:3
B(b! D
0
2
(2460)`
 
X) B(D
0
2
(2460) ! D
+

 
) 1:6  0:7 0:3
B(b! D
+
J
`
 
X) B(D
+
J
! D
0

+
) 7:0  1:9
+1:2
 1:3
B(b! D
+
2
(2460)`
 
X) B(D
+
2
(2460) ! D
0

+
) 4:2  1:3
+0:7
 1:2
Table 6: Product branching ratio measurements. The states indicated by D
J
represent
an unresolved mixture of the pseudovector and tensor states.
If one assumes that the observed D
J
signals are due solely to the presence of the
D
0
1
(2420), D
+
1
(2420), D
0
2
(2460) and D
+
2
(2460) mesons then one can estimate the b hadron
semileptonic branching ratio into these states. In order to do this the D
J
branching
ratios given in table 3 were assumed. The production rates of the tensor states were
derived directly from the data using the 46% branching ratio to the observed peaks. The
pseudovector production rates were obtained by subtracting the estimated contributions
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Decay mode Branching Ratio
(10
 3
)
B(b ! D
0
1
(2420)`
 
X) 8:1  2:0 1:9
B(b! D
0
2
(2460)`
 
X) 3:5  1:4 0:7
B(b! D
+
1
(2420)`
 
X) 7:8  2:8 1:8
B(b! D
+
2
(2460)`
 
X) 9:0  2:7 2:1
Table 7: Estimated b hadron semileptonic branching ratios to the four narrow D
J
states.
of the tensor mesons to the peaks at 
m
440 MeV and assuming the remaining signals
were due to the pseudovector states with a 67% branching ratio. The resulting branching
ratios are listed in table 7. No additional errors have been added for the uncertainties
involved in deriving these results from the measurements listed in table 6. It should be
noted that some models [25] predict signicant decay fractions of the D
J
mesons into
D
()
 states. This would increase the corresponding production rates.
Our measurements indicate that the decays to the narrow P-wave states form a signif-
icant fraction of the total semileptonic decay width, although similar rates for the decays
involving the wide P-wave mesons, higher mass states or non-resonant D

 combinations
are not excluded.
Comparing the estimated rates to the narrow P-wave states given in table 7 with our
measurement of the inclusive rate measurements given in section 5.4 implies that these
decays account for 34  7% of the total.
7 Conclusions
From a sample of approximately 1300 semileptonic B mesons decaying to charm mesons
we determined the product branching ratios:
B(b! D
+
`X) B(D
+
! K
 

+

+
) = (1:82 0:20  0:12)  10
 3
;
B(b! D
0
`X) B(D
0
! K
 

+
) = (2:52 0:14  0:17)  10
 3
;
B(b! D
+
`X) B(D
+
! D
0

+
) B(D
0
! K
 

+
) = (7:53 0:47  0:56)  10
 4
:
These measurements are in agreement with results obtained previously by the DELPHI
collaboration [26], but represent a signicant improvement in precision.
Combining the rst two results with measurements from CLEO we determined the
fraction of b quarks that fragment to either a B
0
or B
+
meson to be:
f(b ! B
0
) + f(b ! B
+
) = 0:81 0:07  0:09:
The observation of 44  8
+3
 7
D
0
J
and 48  10
+3
 6
D
+
J
candidates provides evidence for
the production of both charged and neutral P-wave charmed mesons in semileptonic B
decays.
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Interpreting these signals as decays of the narrow P-wave states we measure the fol-
lowing product branching ratios:
B(b! D
0
J
`
 
X) B(D
0
J
! D
+

 
) = (6:1  1:3 1:3) 10
 3
;
B(b! D
0
2
(2460)`
 
X) B(D
0
2
(2460) ! D
+

 
) = (1:6  0:7 0:3) 10
 3
;
B(b! D
+
J
`
 
X) B(D
+
J
! D
0

+
) = (7:0  1:9
+1:2
 1:3
) 10
 3
;
B(b ! D
+
2
(2460)`
 
X) B(D
+
2
(2460) ! D
0

+
) = (4:2  1:3
+0:7
 1:2
) 10
 3
:
This is the rst evidence for semileptonic B decays to charged P-wave charm states, and
the rst measurement separating the pseudovector and tensor meson components. The
measured production rates of the neutral states are consistent with the ARGUS [10]
and the recent ALEPH [27] results. Comparison with our measurements of the inclusive
b ! D
0
`X and b ! D
+
`X rates indicates that together these modes form 34  7% of
charmed semileptonic B
0
and B
+
decays. The branching ratios to these decay modes are
thus somewhat larger than the predictions of several theoretical models [2,3].
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Figure Captions
1. D
0
mass distributions for events containing a `
 
and a) K
 

+
, b) K
 

+

+

 
. The
ts shown are the sum of Gaussians and a second order polynomial function.
2. D
+
mass distribution for events containing a `
 
and K
 

+

+
. The t shown is the
sum of two Gaussians and a second order polynomial function.
3. D
0
mass distribution for D
+
! D
0

+
events containing a `
 
and a) K
 

+
, b)
K
 

+

+

 
. The ts shown are the sum of Gaussians and a second order polynomial
function.
4. Monte Carlo and data comparison of m
D
()
`
. a) b ! D
0
`X events, b) b ! D
+
`X
events and c) b ! D
+
`X events. The histograms are the generator level Monte
Carlo distributions and the points are eciency corrected data after background
subtraction. The dotted line on each plot indicates the experimental lower limit
due to the selection criteria applied.
5. Monte Carlo and data comparison of E
D
()
`
. a) b ! D
0
`X events, b) b ! D
+
`X
events and c) b ! D
+
`X events. The histograms are the generator level Monte
Carlo distributions and the points are eciency corrected data after background
subtraction. The dotted line on each plot indicates the experimental lower limit
due to the selection criteria applied.
6. Distribution of 
m
for the Monte Carlo sample of b ! D
0
`
 
X decays a) before
D
+
J
selection and b) after all selection criteria have been applied. For both plots
the points with errors are the total number of entries and the curves are ts to the
data. In a) the shaded histogram shows the signal events whilst in b) the shaded
histogram corresponds to the residual background.
7. 
m
distributions satisfying the D
J
selection criteria for a) D
+

 
combinations, b)
D
+

 
combinations, c) D
0

+
combinations.
8. 
m
distributions with 
d
<  0:5 and with no requirements on jd
vx
=
vx
j for a)
D
+

 
combinations, b) D
+

 
combinations, c) D
0

+
combinations.
9. 
m
distributions satisfying the D
J
selection criteria for a) D
+

+
combinations, b)
D
+

+
combinations, c) D
0

 
combinations.
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